Although in the last few years γδ t lymphocytes have been the subject of growing interest as potential anticancer immunotherapeutics, how the proliferative and effector responses of these cells are regulated remains unclear. we have recently reported that the co-receptor B and t lymphocyte associated (BtLA) inhibits the proliferation of human Vγ9Vδ2 t cells, potentially underpinning a mechanism of immune escape by lymphoma cells.
Vγ9Vδ2 T cells operate both as effector cells and as initiators of immune responses
at the interface between innate and adaptive immunity, mediating a robust and MHC-unrestricted cytotoxic activity, displaying an elevated potential for cytokine release and recognizing a broad spectrum of cancer cells. The function of these cells must therefore be finely regulated. Multiple co-receptors have been shown to positively or negatively regulate the activation, expansion and survival of γδ T cells, including several molecules of the CD28 family, which robustly influence T-cell receptor (TCR)-dependent T-cell activation. Some of these co-receptors, such as programmed cell death 1 (PD-1), are also able to modulate the proliferative response of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells.
1 B and T lymphocyte attenuator (BTLA), a recently described member of the CD28 family structurally related to cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA4) and PD-1, is expressed by most lymphocytes.
2 BTLA binds herpes virus entry mediator A (HVEM), a member of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) TNF receptor superfamily found on T, B, natural killer (NK), dendritic and myeloid cells. 3 We have recently reported that BTLA regulates Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell proliferation and differentiation. In addition, the BTLA-HVEM signaling pathway negatively affects Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell BTLA, a key regulator of Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell proliferation proliferation upon interaction with lymphoma B cells. 4 The phenotypic analysis of various human circulating Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell subsets revealed that high expression levels of BTLA inversely correlate with Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell differentiation. In contrast, PD-1 is preferentially expressed on differentiated effector Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Interestingly, whereas we found PD-1 to be upregulated upon TCR engagement, the expression of BTLA was drastically reduced. These data reveal a differential regulation of BTLA and PD-1 in response to TCR-elicited signals, pointing to distinct functional profiles. Supporting this hypothesis, it has previously been suggested that PD-1 would contribute to the contraction of cellular immune responses, 5 while BTLA would preferentially take part in their initiation, similar to inducible co-stimulator (ICOS). 6 As we observed a concurrent downregulation of BTLA and TCR upon the engagement of the latter, we suspected a physical interaction between these two molecules. Indeed, BTLA is recruited to the proximity of the TCR at the surface of activated Vγ9Vδ2 T cells and at the immunological synapse forming between γδ T cells and HVEM + target cells. The proximal signal transduction cascade elicited by the Vγ9Vδ2 TCR is enhanced upon BTLA blockade, revealing BTLA as a repressor of γδ TCR signaling. These observations may not only improve our understanding of the kinetics of γδ T-cell responses during autoimmune conditions, but also provide a rationale for the development of specific therapeutic approaches.
Upon TCR activation and the elicitation of effector functions, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, like αβ cells, undergo a rapid and robust proliferative response. Surprisingly, the blockade of BTLA affected neither the degranulation nor the secretion production of pro-inflammatory cytokines including interferon γ (IFNγ) and TNFα by Vγ9Vδ2 T cells. Rather, BTLA appeared to negatively control Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell proliferation by mediating a partial arrest in the S phase of the cell cycle, in thus far resembling CTLA4. Vγ9Vδ2 T cells mediate robust antineoplastic effects, mostly in a cell-tocell contact-dependent manner, 8 and the control of these cells by stimulatory and inhibitory signals may play a prominent role in preventing tumor-specific immune responses. We therefore asked whether HVEM-expressing cancer cells could affect Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell proliferation? In lymphoma tissue samples, Vγ9Vδ2 T cells are scarce and hence an extensive proliferative response may be required for an efficient control of tumor T-cell compartment. As both CD160 and tumor necrosis factor (ligand) superfamily, member 14 (TNFSF14 best known as LIGHT), two alternative HVEM binding partners, were not expressed, BTLA was the only receptor for HVEM in this setting. Accordingly, blocking the BTLA-HVEM interaction drastically enhanced the proliferation of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells co-cultured with allogeneic and autologous HVEM + lymphoma cells. These data suggest that lymphoma cells may exert a control on the intratumoral expansion of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in a BTLAand HVEM-dependent manner (Fig. 1) . This conclusion is in line with recent data showing that loss-of-function mutations TNFRSF14 (the HVEM-coding gene) correlate with improved prognosis in follicular lymphoma patients. 9 However, the actual prognostic value of TNFRSF14 mutations in lymphoma patients remains controversial. 10 Taken together, our findings delineate a novel pathway whereby malignant cells can escape Vγ9Vδ2 T-cell immune responses and provide a solid background for additional studies on the role of Vγ9Vδ2 T cells in lymphoma immunosurveillance.
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